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Melléklet: Bekezdések
Allee

1. Geographical location
In BP Allee is similar to Covent Garden. It’s a big mall in Újbuda in the 11st district.

Eger

Eger is a must-see on any itinerary, it has it all: fantastic history, imposing architecture, great wine, relaxing baths, and a host of things to do. Eger is
the county seat of Heves, and the second largest city in Northern Hungary. The town is located on the Eger Stream, on the hills of the Bükk Mountains.
The coach is perhaps the most straightforward way to get to Eger from Budapest and it takes about 2 hours.

Hévíz

Zala county is located in the southwest of Hungary. The county surrounded by Croatia, Slovenia, together with Vas, Veszprém and Somogy county.
287 000 People live in the area, and the biggest town is Zalaegerszeg. The coumty has a lot of hills for example the Zalai-hills. In the south side flows
the Mura river, and the east side is the Balaton. Zala county has a lot of famous landmarks. One of them is Hévíz.

Körösvidék and
Szarvas

The Körösvidék is a region what is shared Transylvania region and Hungary. In Hungary this part is located south-west region of country. The
Körösvidék consist of 3 river: Körös, Fehér-Körös, Sebes-Körös. These river in Hungary merge to one river and ends to Tisza. The Körösvidék is
covered by the areas of Hajdú-Bihar country and Békés country. One one of the most important cities are Debrecen and Békéscsaba, however I think
the most peaceful and quiet city is Szarvas.

Orfű

Baranya country the southernmost country of Hungary. It is located in the southern part of Dunántúl. It is bordered by northeastern Somogy, north of
Tolna, east of Bács-Kiskun country, and the Duna, south of border and Dráva. Its seat is Pécs.

Szeged

Szeged is a city in Csongrád county. It lies on the bank of Tisza. The western side is generally reffered to as Szeged, but the newer side is called ÚjSzeged.

Tihany

Why the north coast?
Perhaps because the landscape is hilly, the mountains fall into the lake, the woods are lush green, seduced by the hikers. Nicely cultivated grape lines
on the slopes of the hills crawl on the southern slopes towards the hilltop. The Bakony wind gently raffle on the lake Balaton.

Váci street

Budapest is the capital of Hungary. This country is a beutiful place. There are so many spectacle: museums, for example: the Industryart museum or
the Hungarian National Museum, and a lots of malls, the Danube bank and the quay. Budapest is an amazing place for the tourist.

The Danube Bend
and Visegrád

The Danube Bend is a curve of the Danube in Hungary, in Pest Country. This Bend is a favourite destination for day trips, because it’s close to the city
of Esztergom, Szentendre and Visegrád. In our description we present to you Visegrád.
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2. Physical description and scenery
(nincs bekezdés) It was built between 2007 and 2009. Here are a large car parking under the ground, a cinema and many bargain. It’ s a beehive. Near
of the Allee stand to hold office buildings.

Eger

az első bekezdésben

Hévíz

Hévíz is in the southwest side of Zala county near from Keszthely. There are 4634 People in this town.

Körösvidék and
Szarvas
Orfű

Szarvas is placed at land of Kákafoki-holtág. Szarvas has a big monument of sign about that is a middle point of historical Hungary.
(nincs bekezdés) About 14 km north of Pécs in the middle of the Mecsek Mountain leis Orfű. It is a small village in the heart of the mountains with
forests and fields.

Szeged
Tihany

talán az első bekezdésben?
There are plenty of opportunities to spend leisure time useful. The north coast is more suitable for relaxation, it’s quieter than the south side. Tihany is
a quiet place for relaxation, but Balatonfüred is more suitable for parties.
Tihany peninsula is here in Lake Balaton on the north side. This peninsula is 5 km long and 2 km wide.

Váci street

But (téves kötőszó) in Budapest, there is a street in the district V. The Váci street. There is a street wich is connects it the Vörösmarty …(?) with the
Vámház boulevard.
The street is the most famous shopping area in Budapest. The Váci street and the side streets is walking street.

The Danube Bend
and Visegrád

Visegrád is a small castle town in the Danube Bend, just 40 km north of Budapest. It had a population of 1864 in 2010. The name Visegrád is of Slavic
origin, meaning acropolis, literaly „the upper castle” or the upper settlement. This lovely town is 33.27 km2 long/big, he had many hills and mountains.
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3. Places to see and visit
It could be argued that Eger’s water attractions are a bigger draw for the thousands of tourists that flock to the town than its wine and Baroque
architecture.
Eger has a countrywide reputation for its Turkish Baths and the healing properties attributed to the hot, mineral waters that come to the surface in and
around the town.
Eger and wine are inseparable, the history of winemaking in the city is long and fruitful.
Eger castle has a fascinating history and occupies a special place in the heart of many Hungarian. Fot it was here, in 1522, that a huge Turkish army
was defeated by a small Hungarian garrison led by Captain István Dobó.
Eger Castke is still well worth a visit, because it is really a fascinating place to explore, if you know what you’re looking at.
(nincs bekezdés) Here is the Hévízi lake wich is a thermal lake. The water temperature in Summer is near 33-35 C, in Winter it is 24-26 C. The lake
has curative power for joint diseases. Apart from the Lake is there a children’s pool, playground, and lots of deck chairs. Hévíz is a very famous in
Hungary, and it has many visitors every year.
(nincs bekezdés) Szarvas is a really lovely and wonderful place. At there you can swim a Holt-Körös for example. You can rent a boat and go
everywhew whit that. If you have more money you can go to tour with tourboat. After a tourboat at the evening you can join and enjoy the Unique
Vizi Színház. Next day for example you can go for a walk to szarvasi arborétum (or you can go ride a bike there).
(nincs bekezdés) Orfű is very peaceful and calm. The older generation likes to enjoy it on vacation. A lot of school groups are also visiting the place,
because there are lots of … (?) and sports grounds.
The city have a lot of cultural places, which you have to visit. Ferenc Mora Museum is one of those places and Synagogue too. You can also visit Pick
Salami and Szeged Paprika Museum. And of course there’s a university, which is one of the best universities in Hungary. In Szeged you can walk on
the Kárász street (which is the main street) or along the river Tisza.

Tihany

People are visit these place because here be found the Balaton-Uplands National Park. Besides people can visit the Tihany Abbey.
They can see geyser and here the rock exhibition. In Tihany people can be walking in the forests and climbing in the hills.
Here can be swimming in Lake Balaton.

Váci street

Váci street is famous for its shops and beutiful and historical bouldings: for example: the Hét választófejedelem house, the Angolkisasszonyok
rendháza, the Szent Mihály church and the new Country House.
Visegrád is famous for the remains of the Early renaiisance summer palace of King Mathias Corvinus of Hungary and the medieval citadel. The castle
of Visegrád is called Fellegvár in Hungarian, in German, the town is called Plintenburg. The first Royal Palace was built under Chales I after he and
his cort moved to Vusegrád in 1316. While now largely ruins, the palace impresses with its dimensions and incredible views over the Danube and the
surronding area and is fun to explore as you try to recall what it must have locked like in its heyday.

The Danube Bend
and Visegrád
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4. An interesting trip or excursion
Point of interest: In here stood between 1976 and 2007 the Skála Budapest Áruház. That was the predecessor to Allee.

Eger

There are other beautiful attractions for holidaymakers. A great place for families to visit is Szilvásvárad. It is situated in the Szalajka Valley noted for
its harst waterfall, trout ponds and prehistoric remains.
My father is from this region, and we already have been here several times.
Two of my cousins live in Eger, that’s why we go there regularly.
This place is well worth seeing, don’t give it a miss.

Hévíz

(nincs bekezdés) Around Hévíz, People can cycle and visit the Hévíz museum or go to Balaton to swim. If it is boring in nearby is Keszthely with also
many Programs.

Körösvidék and
Szarvas

I was there three times and always impressed about the landview. I offer Szarvas to you, if you are not a party people, or if you have some children or
you have to relax at long weekend.
Szarvas and Körösvidék are really far from Budapest, but it worth it to travel there.

Orfű

(nincs bekezdés) Orfű is an excellent choice in Summer. You can spend a wonderful family holiday here. There also great entertainment there because
every summer there is a great festival. It’s called Fishing Fest.

Szeged

In the summer you don’t want to miss the famous Open-Air Festival. It’s called open-air, because the Dóm square is turned into a stage with seats. It
usually starts around the beginning of July and sometime ends in August. There are a few more festivals in Szeged, for example: Wine Festival,
Hungaricum Festival, etc.
When I was in Szeged, I loved this city’s atmosphere, and I think this is beautiful and if you live in Hungary you have to visit at least once.

Tihany

From 29 June to 1 Jule is the Tihany Lavender Festival.

Váci street

I think this is a great place for families to visit, walking and look around this amazing buildings and maybe shopping.

The Danube Bend
and Visegrád

But not just the castle is interesting here. In Visegrád can you the Matthias Museum, the Zsivány-kiláto, or the Zugfőzde Pálinka Museum visit. or if
you want to go out, than here are many outdoor activities. Here find you a Bobsled Track and a Gokart and Adventure Park.
This town is a beautiful spectacle, for visitors is a must-see place. I love this town, because I was there many times. The people are kind and helpfull,
and the view is wunderful.

